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Sunnylife bike mount for DJI RC 2 controller (ZJ669)
The Sunnylife bike mount is designed for drone and active recreation enthusiasts. It allows you to freely operate the DJI RC 2 controller
while  cycling,  allowing  you  to  enjoy  dynamic  shots  without  having  to  stop.  It  is  made  of  machined  aluminum  alloy,  which  ensures
durability and safe use. Thanks to its precision-fit design and sturdy screws, the accessory stably connects to the controller, eliminating
the risk of accidental disconnection.
 
Robust attachment
The use of aluminum alloy has ensured that the mount is not only elegant in appearance, but more importantly, reliable and long-lasting.
The product is also equipped with a soft pad. You will successfully use it while riding a bicycle, scooter or electric two-wheeled vehicle,
confident that your device will be held stably in place.
 
Multiple application possibilities
Sunnylife's  product  will  prove  itself  as  an  independent  mount  for  sports  cameras,  compatible  with  the  ACTION,  GoPro  and  Insta360
series, among others. So you can enjoy a lot of freedom and use the accessory in different conditions.
 
Easy mounting and adjustability
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Mounting the mount is quick and hassle-free, and adjusting the recording angle is easy and intuitive. So you can fully focus on the road
and your  surroundings  while  documenting your  adventure.  With  a  Sunnylife  bike  product,  every  ride  on will  become an unforgettable
adventure. Whether you want to capture scenic landscapes or dynamic city scenes - now you can realize any vision with ease!
 
	Manufacturer
	Sunnylife
	Model
	ZJ669
	Compatibility
	DJI RC 2
	Material
	aluminum alloy + plastic

Preço:

€ 18.50
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